
Chapter 12 

The Integrated 
Digital Toll Network 

Recent years have seen a basic shift of emphasis in the development of 
switching systems. Planning is leading to an integrated, nationwide net
work controlled by stored-program control switching systems. Of great sig
nificance to this trend were the choice of time-division digital switching for 
No. 4 ESS and the development of common channel interoffice signaling. 
As a result, many new services for customers become possible, even to the 
extent of offering customers, in some instances, the choice of having tele
phone numbers independent of geographical location. Also important is the 
trend toward centralized, comprehensive testing and maintenance using 
modern techniques of accessing and processing data. 

I. NO.4 ESS-INTEGRATED TRANSMISSION AND SWITCHING 

As indicated in Chapter 10, section IV, electronic switching for toll 
traffic was, from the beginning, considered to be an essential part of 
the ESS development program. Moreover, in the late 1950s it was 
recognized that some cities might require more than one switching 
system to serve all of their toll center needs. 1 As a result, studies 
were conducted at AT&T and Bell Labs, resulting in a system plan 
for multiple toll switching offices in metropolitan areas. 2 It was dur
ing this period that the capacities of both the crossbar tandem sys
tem used for toll and the 4A toll crossbar system were increased 
(see Chapter 11, section 2.9). 

Toll service was growing rapidly. It was anticipated that by 1970, 
15 metropolitan areas would require more than one 4A crossbar 
office, and that this figure would grow to 24 by 1975 and to 47 by 
1980. It was obvious that a larger toll switching system was needed 
for the future. 

Electronic switching techniques had always been assumed for 
future application to toll, and these techniques were maturing in the 
local and AUTOVON system applications. Bell Laboratories 
engineering studies indicated a need for a 4-wire toll system that 
would serve at least 40,000 trunks. This requirement could be met 
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with switching networks of the type being built for local ESS. How
ever, the call-attempt capability was estimated at 300,000 attempts 
per busy hour, a figure much in excess of the capacity of processors 
and software then being developed for local systems. Conse
quently, several system control architectures were examined, 
including multiprocessing with the No. 1 ESS processor. This was 
abandoned because of expected difficulties in coordinating 
software. 3 In the end, a proposal was accepted for a new processor, 
called the 1A processor, with signal processors and fast signal distri
butors. This proposal was considered to be the best way to meet the 
call-attempt requirement with a singlt~ processor, duplicated for 
redundancy requirements. 4 

There were a number of viable switching network alternatives. 
These included a ferreed network using the 4-wire AUTOVON 
switch (see Chapter 9, sections 5.4 and 5.5), new ferreed switches, 
solid-state switches, and electronic network controllers. However, 
studies indicated the growing use of digital transmission facilities 
among local offices and for toll-connecting and completing between 
local and toll offices. A digital time-division switching network for a 
toll ESS was therefore proposed in April 1968. As a result of the 
growing acceptance and applications of digital transmission, studies 
were accelerated to determine the cost effectiveness and the availa
bility of technology for such a network. Networks of this type 
appeared attractive not only for their greater degree of integration 
with toll-c:onnecting digital facilities, but also for expected floor 
space savings, lower installation costs, and reduced processor real 
time per call. Also, at little additional cost, the network could be 
made nearly nonblocking with an expense saving by reducing if not 
eliminating load balancing rearrangements. However, development 
of a time-division network would require a greater dependency on 
new technology and additional development effort and cost. 

During the ensuing 15 months, much progress was made in defin
ing a digital switching network. Many ideas developed earlier at 
Bell Laboratories during the ESSEX experiment5 and the concept of 
time slot interchange were recast in modern technology. H. E. 
Vaughan, who in 1977 received the IEEE Medal of Honor for his 
work in this field, was the prime mover of this effort. 

One of the most important decisions for this project was made in 
January 1970. After meeting with an intercompany committee 
known as the switching council, W. H. C. Higgins, vice president of 
the switching area at Bell Laboratories, decided, based on the 
exploratory development and study results at hand, that a digital 
time-division network would be developed for the toll system, 
which by that time had been coded the No. 4 ESS. At the same 
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time, it was decided that the 1A processor then being developed for 
the expanded local system, No. 1A ESS, would also be used for the 
No. 4 ESS (see Fig. 12-1). 

The No. 4 ESS project was the most ambitious development pro
ject undertaken at Bell Laboratories. Between Bell Labs and 
Western Electric, more than $400 million was spent before the first 
office was placed in service in January 1976.6 A whole new technol
ogy, known as the 1A technology, was developed featuring small
and medium-scale integrated circuit chips on ceramic substrates. 
This technology was used in this and other concurrently developed 
switching systems, No. 1A, 2B, and 3 ESS7 (see Fig. 12-2). In addi
tion to the new technology, the development involved many other 
areas of Bell Laboratories, such as electron device groups and 
transmission development groups. The transmission area was 
responsible for the development of peripheral equipment that com
bined the signaling and terminal functions, including their mainte
nance, to interface with interoffice transmission facilities. 
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While the initial time-division network proposal was for 65,000 
terminations, the plan by March 1970 was adapted to have a growth 
potential of 107,000 terminations with a 0.9 erlang capacity per 
termination at a 0.001 blocking loss (nearly nonblocking). The prin
cipal reason for the increase in capability was the result of engineer-

Fig. 12-2. Elements of the new technology developed for No. 4 ESS. 
Clockwise from upper left: integrated circuits, two types of circuit packs, 
special interconnection boards, and wiring backplanes . 
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ing studies predicting the possibility of longer holding times in the 
future. Since the network used many active devices and was vital to 
the provision of service, it was completely duplicated. 

From the beginning, the network architecture used a technique 
called time slot interchange (TSI) followed by time slot permutation 
switching. The unit performing this latter function is called a time 
multiplexed switch (TMS). 8 With time-division switching, groups of 
digits are received in multiplex for a number of different connec
tions. These digits are synchronized and stored in a TSI memory so 
that they may be placed in different time slots. They are passed 
through the TMS so that connections may be interchanged in each 
time slot between different multiplexed lines. Unique in the design 
of this network are the expansion and decorrelating features by 
which lower blocking is obtained among all inputs. Also, switch
able spare voice interface and digroup terminals are provided on a 1 
for 7 or 8 basis, respectively. The highly precise clock for this sys
tem is quadrupled for reliability. 9 

While the use of digital time division for the network was an 
important innovation, one must not forget that, as with other ESSs, 
the principal advantage of introducing No. 4 ESS into the plant 
besides its size is the fact that it is stored-program controlled. As a 
result, exciting new possibilities opened up, some of which were 
demonstrated to a lesser degree with No. 4A crossbar ETS 
(see Chapter 10, section II). 

Having extensive experience with software development and hav
ing the capacity problems of the early No. 1 ESS much in mind (see 
Chapter 9, section 6.1), Bell Labs engineers initially estimated con
servatively a 350,000 busy-hour call-attempt capability for the No. 4 
ESS. The first call was completed in a laboratory model in May 
1973. For the first time with the No. 4 ESS, a general-purpose com
puter was connected to the peripheral bus of the laboratory model 
for artificially creating a traffic load on the central processor and on 
the call-processing programs. This arrangement was called PETS, 
for programmable electronic traffic simulator. 10 While a contingency 
factor of at least 25 percent was maintained during the develop
ment, it was found through PETS that the engineered busy-hour 
call-attempts could be as high as 500,000. Just before the first cut
over, a peak capacity of 550,00011 was announced, making the sys
tem, by far, the most powerful to date. 

The unique maintenance advantages are given below in section II, 
particularly as they apply to trunk facilities. As with all Bell System 
stored-program systems, automatic fault detection and location are 
inherent in the design, with the usual objective of no more than two 
hours downtime in 40 years. 12 Backup of the program memory was 
provided by a pair of memory modules, each of which serves as a 
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roving spare standing by to replace any one of N active memory 
modules. Previous systems required a backup module associated 
with each active memory module (a total of 2N modules). The 
scheme with the roving spare modules required a total of only N + 2 
modules and at the same time provided greater dependability of 
service. 

Besides providing for dial pulse and rnultifrequency pulsing, the 
system is the first to be equipped from the beginning with 
common-channel signaling (see below, section III). Thus, calls 
between No. 4 ESSs and similarly equipped 4A crossbar ETS offices 
enjoy faster switching and the other advantages of CCIS. Wired 
logic signal processors are used for receiving and sending pulsing 
and supervision. 13 The ease with which trunks are assigned to the 
network is due in part to its nearly nonblocking character 
(see Fig. 12-3) and in part to the use of the circuit maintenance sys
tem (see below, section II) that includes an extensive translation and 
administrative data base. Call charge recording is provided as 
CAMA. Extensive traffic data are recorded, including provision for 
noting the origin and destination of calls to aid division of revenues 
between the toll and local companies. The program for call process
ing, containing more than 400,000 instructions, is one of the most 
extensive ever introduced into an initial system design. 

The built-in network management features are also the most 
extensive. 14 Reorders encountered on calls are counted on the basis 
of attempts per called central office code. These results are 
analyzed periodically (e.g., every 5 minutes) to determine "hard to 
reach" codes. The more usual dynamite overload controls (DOC), 
such as traffic overload reroute control (TORC) and directional 
reservation equipment (ORE), are employed to deal with focused 
overloads. Selective trunk reservation is employed for traffic with a 
higher probability of completion. Finallly, manual controls may be 
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instituted to cancel traffic on a code or route, and to reroute traffic 
out-of-chain (out of the hierarchial routing) (see Fig. 12-4). 

II. MAINTENANCE AND ADMINISTRATIVE TECHNIQUES 

While digital technologies were bringing about the merger of 
switching and transmission, the automation and integration of the 
maintenance of the network was also being integrated. In fact, the 
greatest savings from the application of electronics to switching 
have to date come as a result of the maintenance advantages real
ized by the use of modern data processing. 

The No. 4 ESS has access to an extensive data base for all the 
trunks it serves. This data base, unlike translations, contains details 
for identification and maintenance of the facilities that carry the 
trunk groups as well as of the trunks themselves. It is known as the 
circuit maintenance system, or CMS. It comprises duplicated com
puter facilities and terminals used by crafts personnel. 15 At these 

Fig. 12-4. Network management center in Chicago, Illinois where Bea 
Dellorto (left) checks routings with Chris Layden (foreground). Extensive 
network management features built into No. 4 ESS enhance ability to con
trol traffic and avoid traffic congestion. 
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terminals, displays and keyboards are used to access trunks for tests 
and to place them into or take them out of service. The CMS lA is 
used in No. 4 ESS to interconnect the trunk operation center (see 
below), terminal equipment center, and the ESS administrative 
center (see Fig. 12-5). In a sense it is the modern data processing 
version of the earlier toll test facilities (see Chapter 3, section IV). 
CMS uses the No. 4 ESS to access trunks and to connect measuring 
and functional testing equipment as required by craftspeople. With 
it, operators at cathode ray tube terminals in the various operating 
centers can perform routine tests of the internal system facilities to 
check signaling capability. They also can localize troubles between 
offices, in conjunction with remote telemetering systems. 

The integration of test and maintenance facilities has always been 
an inherent part of switching system design. However, with the 
improved operations support system conceived and devised by Bell 
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Laboratories engineers, centralization and comprehensiveness of 
testing is now an integrated function of all systems, whether 
transmission, switching, outside plant, or other. Further, Bell Labs 
studies indicate that this integration and centralization of mainte
nance and administration will continue to be as important as the 
integration of the technical facilities that perform the service 
functions. This is particularly important as the first costs of these 
facilities are reduced and developments are implemented tO- take 
advantage of the new techniques by reducing annual expenses. 
Fig. 12-6 shows the unique way the CMS No. lA interfaces with 
the many parts of the adjuncts to the No. 4 ESS. 
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Fig. 12-6. Interaction of the circuit maintenance system (center) with 
No. 4 ESS and its adjuncts. The extent of such centralization and its 
comprehensiveness are new to telecommunications. 
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The circuit maintenance system provides the data base at the 
heart of the trunk maintenance of the No. 4 ESS. Operations or 
work centers for the system equipment (transmission and switch
ing) are equipped with cathode ray tube and keyboard work sta
tions. One of these, the 51A test position, is shown in Fig. 12-7. A 
group of these positions form the trunk operations center (TOC) 
(see Fig. 12-8). The master control center is located in the mainte
nance operations center as shown in Fig. 12-9. 

With the liberal engineering of the time-division digital network, 
the trunk facilities may be directly assigned to the network without 
taking into account the average trunk occupancy. As a result, the 
size and number of distributing frames are greatly reduced, being 
required only for the nonswitched services that share transmission 
facilities with the switched channels. Furthermore, most internal 
trunk cabling is coaxial, since the channels are digitally multiplexed. 
This considerably simplifies installation cabling. 

III. COMMON CHANNEL SIGNALING 

In the early days of manual switchboard operation, one popular 
arrangement was separate but common "call wires" from the cus
tomer to the central office. Over these wires, customers "ordered 
up" the connections they desired. 16 The standard manual switch-

Fig. 12-7. Barbara Reed, Long Lines, at a 51A test position of the circuit 
maintenance system lA, which gives craftspeople access to No. 4 ESS 
data bases and circuits for trunk maintenance. 
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Fig. 12-8. o. 4 ESS trunk operations center in Jacksonville, Florida. 

Fig. 12-9. Maintenance operations center at the Chicago 7 No. 4 ESS 
office. The master control center is also located here . 
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boards had call or "order wires" between A and B switchboards for 
the originating A operators to order up terminating connections by 
the B operators. 17 In the 1920s a time-multiplexed asynchronous 
teletypewriter-like channel was used to signal trunk seizures 
between toll switchboards in New York and Philadelphia. 18 

In the late 1940s, switching researchers at Bell Laboratories took a 
renewed interest in call wire techniques as a way of speeding signal
ing between central offices. In the late 1950s, exploratory and 
engineering studies focused on arrangements to use one trunk in a 
group to carry the interoffice signaling for the entire group. The last 
idle trunk, or first to become idle, was used for signaling for the 
entire group. 

By 1964, foreign administrations through the Comite Consultatif 
International Telegraphique et Telephonique (CCITT) became 
interested in applying separate data link signaling to intercontinen
tal operations that were just beginning a period of rapid growth. 
This form of signaling was promoted since it was much faster than 
the form of international signaling (system CCITT No. 5 and R2)19 

then being used. Furthermore, it was visualized that, in the future, 
additional information might need to be transferred. 

A CCITT study was started in 1964, leading to a standard form of 
common channel signaling, later known as CCITT No. 6. The Bell 
System was an important contributor to this proposal. An interna
tional trial was agreed upon in 1968. Ten PTT administrations from 
nine countries participated: the United States, Australia, Japan, 
United Kingdom, Belgium, Netherlands, West Germany, France, 
and Italy (2), and the trial extended from 1970 to 1972. The 
Columbus, Ohio location of Bell Laboratories, the U.S. participant, 
used a modified version of the 4A crossbar ETS (see Chapter 10, 
section II). 20 

In the mid 1960s the Bell System became acquainted with fraudu
lent schemes for bypassing accounting equipment and, thereby, 
avoiding charges on certain toll calls. 21 To determine the extent of 
this practice at the time, special equipment was developed and built 
at Bell Laboratories to enable Bell System security forces to estimate 
the seriousness of the problem. 22 Since then, CAMA-C equipment 
(see Chapter 11, section 2.8) has been arranged to detect this so
called "blue box" type of fraud. 23 

Also during this period, the cost increased for ac signaling equip
ment designed to withstand inadvertent simulation of disconnect 
signals by speech. Further, electronic switching systems were being 
deployed that offered the potential of new services not only within 
systems but also between systems. The signaling capability of the 
nationwide network had not changed since the introduction of ac 
signals. Therefore, the need for better interoffice signaling in the 
coming era of electronic switching was apparent. 
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Fig. 12-10 compares over-the-channel or channel-associated ac 
signaling (single-frequency for supervision and multifrequency for 
pulsing) with digital signaling over a common (but separate) chan
nel or data link for a group of trunks connecting two switching 
offices. Since the data link is connected to the same toll offices or 
end points as the trunk group it serves, it is said to be "associated" 
with the trunk group, and the method is referred to as associated 
common channel signaling. With ac per-channel signaling, the 
amount of information and the speed with which it could be con
veyed between offices were limited in view of the data processing 
capabilities of the offices themselves. With common channel signal
ing, the rate of transfer of data is faster (initially 2400 bits per 
second), and much more information about each call may be trans
mitted in both directions. This is best implemented by using 
stored-program control. 

Having a common channel signaling data link associated with each 
group of trunks for all trunk groups is not cost effective. There are 
many small trunk groups in most national telephone networks, and 
the older signaling methods are less expensive for such cases. CCITT 
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Fig. 12-10. Signaling can be over the communications channels (across 
top) or through a separate data network (through processors and 
common-channel interoffice signaling terminals). 
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planning studies of common channel signaling recognized this and 
included in their recommendations a ·"non-associated" approach 
where the data links did not necessarily share the same end points. 
Signaling and supervisory data traversing the common channel sig
naling links must also contain information to link that data to the 
proper trunk group by its end points or place in the network. 

A further step, also included in the CCITT recommendations, was 
the routing of signaling messages from common channel signaling 
equipped offices to a signaling switch which routed the data 
between those offices according to part of the contents of the 
transmitted messages. This switch, a message switching system, 
was called. a signal transfer point (SIP). Processor-controlled 
switching offices would have access to SIPs for collecting and con
veying signaling information between two similarly equipped and 
directly connected offices. 

In a large network, more than one SIP would be required, and the 
common channel signaling links connecting toll offices and SIPs form 
a message switching network communicating packets of data used to 
control calls through a nationwide toll network. This arrangement 
was the one adopted by the Bell System as the most economical and 
powerful means for modernizing its signaling network. 

This arrangement was selected after intensive study by the Bell 
Laboratories switching engineering organization under the leader
ship of W. 0. Fleckenstein and in conjunction with Long Lines. 
These studies showed great economies could be achieved by 
reducing and eventually eliminating the growth of ac signaling 
equipment in the toll plant (see Fig. 10-14). Furthermore, inter
office toll service can be speeded from an average of 10 to an aver
age of 3 seconds from the end of dialing to the start of ringing. The 
possibility of "blue box" fraud will gradually be eliminated, and 
more information can be conveyed to stimulate the development of 
future new services (see below, section IV). 

The specific implementation of the new signaling network was 
worked out by Bell Laboratories and AT<~T Long Lines engineers to 
meet the needs of the nationwide network. A two-level signaling net
work structure was planned with toll offices and SIPs in ten signaling 
regions corresponding to the network regions (see Fig. 12-11). Each 
region includes, for reliability, two SIPs located in different cities. 
Each office serving some trunks using CCIS connects with data links 
to the SIPs :in their regions (see Fig. 12-12). 

For Bell System use, the CCIII No. 6 signaling system was modi
fied and called Common Channel Interoffice Signaling (CCIS). 24 

Details such as the number of words in messages for trunk identifi
cation wen~ modified, since trunk groups within the United States 
are generally much larger than those in other countries. 25 
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Fig. 12-11. Plan of signal transfer points for common-channel interoffice 
signaling. Call information transmitted over CCIS offers potential for 
many new services. (IEEE Symposium Record, International Switching 
Symposium, Kyoto, Japan, October 1976.) 
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Implementation of this system was begun in 1976. Both the No. 4 
ESS and the No. 4A crossbar ETS systems were provided with this 
capability. Selected No. 4A crossbar ETS offices were also arranged 
to be signal transfer points. The first signaling region was estab
lished to correspond with the Norway, Illinois region in the 
midwestern U.S. The toll CCIS network became operational with 
the first offices in Madison, Wisconsin (No. 4A-ETS crossbar) and 
Chicago, Illinois (No. 4 ESS) being served in the signaling region by 
No. 4A-ETS crossbar offices in Indianapolis, Indiana and Omaha, 
Nebraska as STPs (see Fig. 12-13). The No. 4 ESS was the first 
switching system to include CCIS capability in its initial design. 

The cutover of the CCIS network represents the start of a new era 
for toll switching in the United States. Common channel signaling 
networks were placed in service in Japan to a limited degree prior to 
the start of CCIS in this country, but no nation matched the 
widespread and extensive deployment of common channel signal
ing provided by the Bell System in the 1970s. 

By the end of 1976 three of the ten signaling regions were estab
lished serving two No. 4A ETS crossbar and four No. 4 ESS toll 
switching offices with a total of 700 trunks. All ten signaling regions 
were activated by the end of 1977. 26 Fig. 12-14 shows the extent of 
CCIS application expected (and achieved) by the end of 1979. 
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Fig. 12-13 .. Initial CCIS network, 1976. (IEEE Symposium Record, Interna
tional Switching Symposium, Kyoto, Japan, October 1976.) 
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Since signaling for toll calls involves the entire North American 
network, the independent telephone industry was kept informed of 
the plans for CCIS, starting in 1972.27 Extension of CCIS into local 
ESS and TSPS offices is planned to obtain additional efficiencies and 
service capabilities. 

IV. STORED-PROGRAM CONTROLLED NETWORK 

With plans for the development and introduction of CCIS in the 
toll network well under way, Bell Laboratories switching engineers, 
under the leadership of R. L. Simms, started in 1973 to study in 
more detail other advantages this form of signaling could bring to 
the North American message network.· From these. studies it was 
realized that the sooner offices with stored-program control could 
be directly interconnected (trunked) using CCIS, the sooner the 
advantages, particularly improvements in call-completion times, 
would be discernible to the public. This led to an effort by Bell 
Laboratories switching engineers to find other reasons for planning 
such a subset of offices within the nationwide network. 

As a result, the concept of a stored-program controlled network, 
or SPC network, was planned and implementation begun. It will 
offer new services and other improvements on calls between cus
tomers within this network. 28 This subnetwork will ultimately bring 
to the entire nationwide network what SPC has brought to the cus
tomers and administrators of individual ESS offices. 

By 1976 studies of the SPC network concept demonstrated ways of 
accelerating the achieving of such a network by directly intercon
necting SPC offices in the network hierarchy. 29 Other studies have 
shown that greater efficiency may be achieved in the installed trunk 
plant, particularly during overload, by taking into account the non
coincidence of busy hours in different parts of the network and by 
treating as one the separate trunk groups serving SPC entities 
between the same cities. 30 

With CCIS, it has been proposed to establish.data bases that may 
be reached via the STP network to determine the destination and 
treatment of calls based upon the time and location of the call origi
nation. With this ability, some telephone directory numbers need 
no longer be associated directly with specific switch terminations. 
Also, it will be possible to forward over the SPC network the class 
and calling line identity information to permit different service 
treatment at the terminating office according to the wishes of the 
called party. As an example, there can be automatic acceptance of 
collect and reverse-charge calls and a special form of ringing on calls 
from numbers speCified by the called customer. 31 As shown in 
Fig. 12-15, by 1990 the number of toll switching systems should be 
reduced by 40 percent. This is expected despite an increase of more 
than 300 percent (see Fig. 12-16) in the growth of intertoll trunk ter-
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Fig. 12-15. Numbers of switching systems expected to 1990. The large 
capacity of No. 4 ESS makes such reductions possible. (Conference Record, 
International Conference on Communications, Chicago, Illinois, June 1977.) 

minations. By that time the SPC network should be more than 90 
percent implemented. This penetration is made possible by the use 
of the large-capacity ESS systems to replace all but a few small elec
tromechanical toll switching systems. 

As stated in reference 31: "What is essentially a new nationwide 
telephone network-the network of the future-is now evolving. 
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Fig. 12-16. Expected growth in toll terminations, to 1995. ESS replaces 
electromechanical systems, and CCIS grows to accommodate most trunks. 
(Conference Record, International Conference on Communications, Chicago, 
Illinois, June 1977.) 
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As it takes shape over the next quarter century, a variety of new 
customer services will become increasingly available. At the same 
time, greater operating efficiencies will be realized." It is appropri
ate that this history of central office switching end on these most 
exciting possibilities for the future. Without the basic principles and 
engineering foundations that were developed in large part by Bell 
Laboratories engineers during the past 50 years, they would not 
now be possible. These and many more innovations will be possible 
in the services and features to be included by Bell engineers in the 
design of switching systems for the future. From this history of 
public central offices, one does indeed come away with the impres
sion that switching progress is the glue that holds together the 
many individual innovative service concepts in providing excellent 
community and nationwide telecommunications. 
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DIMENSION® Custom private branch exchange (PBX), Miami, Florida, 
1977. PBXs in many ways paralleled central office switching systems by evolving 
from manual and early dial systems through crossbar to today' s modern electronic 
systems, using the same techniques. In 1963 the Bell System introduced the first 
stored-program controlled, time-division, all-solid-state PBX (the No . 101 ESS). 
Thereafter, rapidly developing solid-state technology and stored-program tech
niques led to the DIMENSION system, introduced commercially in 1975. By 
early 1976, it had about 135 features grouped into packages to meet the needs of 
various businesses and industries. 


